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Abstract. The methods of encryption and decryption are used to protect the transferred information through public channels. The
symmetric cipher methods that are based on the shared secrecy are preferable for this purpose. Playfair cipher is one of the classical
symmetric ciphers; it has some limitation because it uses 5×5 matrix. To overcome this limitation, we propose in this paper a new
encryption and decryption method based on the classical playfair cipher by expanding it to an n×n matrix with permutation and
transposition. The security and the efficiency of the proposed method are demonstrated in comparing to the traditional and other
modified playfair ciphers.
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INTRODUCTION

Our life has been changed dramatically after the information revolution era. Always, there is a great demand for inno-
vation, because computer security has to reinvent itself continuously. However, new technology and new application
required new mechanisms to protect them. Increasing the security of cryptosystem is a challenge that attracts many
researchers to propose and develop of new cryptosystem to achieve this goal [1,2]. As one of the popular symmet-
ric cryptosystems is the playfair cipher, which records its first description in 1854 by Weatston after he used it to
sign documents. After that, this cipher is used by lord playfair who granted this cipher his name. Hence, it is called
playfair cipher. The traditional playfair cipher uses a 5×5 playfair matrix containing a keyword or phrases, which sup-
port 25 uppercase alphabets only as described in [3,4,5]. This paper is a step towards developing one of the classical
cryptosystems known as playfair cipher

THE PROPOSED PLAYFAIR CIPHER

The proposed algorithm extends the traditional playfair algorithm into (n × n) key matrix where (n > 10), a more
secure layer is also added to this key matrix, which is the row permutation in order to utilize all characters including
the last row characters while ignored usually in other modified playfair methods. Using matrices of high dimension to
make the encryption process more resistance to frequency analysis attacks; whereas, the security is increased also by
taking the transpose of the key matrix. We choose the dimension(n)of the matrix agreement of a recipient, then it is
constructed by filling the initial cells by a keyword without repeating the letters, and the other characters of the matrix
are filled by small letters, numbers 0,1,. . . 9, capital letters, special characters, which are the most common used of
ASCII characters, and the remainder of the matrix are filled by the characters (a1, b1, c1, ..., z1, a2, b2, ..., z2, a3, b3, . . .)
until get the (n × n) matrix.
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Algorithm 1: The Encryption Algorithm

Input: The dimension of the key matrix(n), The first key (k1), the keyword, The second key (k2), which is
the permutation of length (n), The plaintext (p);

Output: The cipher text (c)
1 Construct (n × n) key matrix by filling the characters of the keyword followed by the other characters as

described previously ;
2 Change the rows of the matrix in step 1 by using the permutation (k2);
3 Take the transpose of the matrix in step 2;
4 Divide the plaintext into a pair of characters and add the character

⋂
if one letter is remained to complete

the last digraph, because
⋂

cannot affect the plaintext at the time decipherment ;
5 If both characters are identical in step 4 add the character (ˆ) after the first character ;
6 Apply the traditional substitution rule of playfair as described in [3,4,5] to encrypt each pair in step 5 and

get the cipher text (c) .

Algorithm 2: The Decryption Algorithm

Input: he dimension of the key matrix (n); The first key (k1), the keyword, The second key (k2), which is
the permutation of length (n), The cipher text (c),

Output: The plaintext (p)
1 Construct (n × n) key matrix by filling the characters of the keyword then the other characters as described

previously ;
2 Change the rows of the matrix in step 1 by using the permutation (k2) ;
3 Take the transpose of the matrix in step 2 ;
4 Read the ciphertext (c) ;
5 Divide the ciphertext into a pair of characters ;
6 Do the same process in encryption in reverse order to get the plain text (p) .

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

The implementation of the proposed scheme is described in this section. Some experimental results are presented;
it was implemented on computer with the specification, CPU CORi3 and 4 GB Ram with Windows 7 using Matlab
ver.11.

Experimental results
An example with n = 20 resulted in a key matrix with dimension 20 × 20is presented as follows:

TABLE 1: Modified playfair key matrix when n=20

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q R s t

u v w x y z 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D

E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X

Y Z ! ” # $ % & ’ ( ) * + , . / : ; >

= < ? @ ] \ [ ˆ - ’ } | { ˜
⋂ ≡ ± ≥ ≤ ≈

a1 b1 c1 d1 e1 f 1 g1 h1 i1 j1 k1 l1 m1 n1 o1 p1 q1 r1 s1 t1

u1 v1 w1 x1 y1 z1 a2 b2 c2 d2 e2 f 2 g2 h2 i2 j2 k2 l2 m2 n2

o2 p2 q2 r2 s2 t2 u2 v2 w2 x2 y2 z2 a3 b3 c3 d3 e3 f 3 g3 h3

i3 j3 k3 l3 m3 n3 o3 p3 q3 r3 s3 t3 u3 v3 w3 x3 y3 z3 a4 b4

c4 d4 e4 f 4 g4 h4 i4 j4 k4 l4 m4 n4 o4 p4 q4 r4 s4 t4 u4 v4

w4 x4 y4 z4 a5 b5 c5 d5 e5 f 5 g5 h5 i5 j5 k5 l5 m5 n5 o5 p5

q5 r5 s5 t5 u5 v5 w5 x5 y5 z5 a6 b6 c6 d6 e6 f 6 g6 h6 i6 j6

k6 l6 m6 n6 o6 p6 q6 r6 s6 t6 u6 v6 w6 x6 y6 z6 a7 b7 c7 d7

e7 f 7 g7 h7 i7 j7 k7 l7 m7 n7 o7 p7 q7 r7 s7 t7 u7 v7 w7 x7

y7 z7 a8 b8 c8 d8 e8 f 8 g8 h8 i8 j8 k8 l8 m8 n8 o8 p8 q8 r8
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Table 1 continued from previous page
s8 t8 u8 v8 w8 x8 y8 z8 a9 b9 c9 d9 e9 f 9 g9 h9 i9 j9 k9 l9

m9 n9 o9 p9 q9 r9 s9 t9 u9 v9 w9 x9 y9 z9 a10 b10 c10 d10 e10 f 10

g10 h10 i10 j10 k10 l10 m10 n10 o10 p10 q10 r10 s10 t10 u10 v10 w10 x10 y10 z10

a11 b11 c11 d11 e11 f 11 g11 h11 i11 j11 k11 l11 m11 n11 o11 p11 q11 r11 s11 t11

u11 v11 w11 x11 y11 z11 a12 b12 c12 d12 e12 f 12 g12 h12 i12 j12 k12 l12 m12 n12

Take the keyword k1 = { Mathematics & computer applications}, the permutation:

Let k2=
[

20 1 7 6 15 3 8 4 12 10 11 18 14 9 16 2 19 17 5 13
]

If the plaintext p= {He sent 1022$ by post} .

Then, by applying the encryption algorithm, the following result is obtained.

The key matrix after using k1, k2 and the transpose is as follows:

TABLE 2: Modified key matrix with k1, k2 and transpose

u11 M u1 a1 y7 C o2 X q5 c4 w4 g10 e7 i3 s8 j a11 m9 = k6

v11 a v1 b1 z7 D p2 Y r5 d4 x4 h10 f 7 j3 t8 k b11 n9 < l6

w11 t w1 c1 a8 E q2 Z s5 e4 y4 i10 g7 k3 u8 q c11 o9 ? m6

x11 h x1 d1 b8 F r2 ! t5 f 4 z4 j10 h7 l3 v8 r d11 p9 @ n6

y11 e y1 e1 c8 G s2 ” u5 g4 a5 k10 i7 m3 w8 w e11 q9 ] o6

z11 M z1 f 1 d8 H t2 # v5 h4 b5 l10 j7 n3 x8 x f 11 r9 \ p6

a12 i a2 g1 e8 I u2 $ w5 i4 c5 m10 k7 o3 y8 y g11 s9 [ q6

b12 c b2 h1 f 8 J v2 % x5 j4 d5 n10 l7 p3 z8 z h11 t9 ˆ r6

c12 s c2 i1 g8 K w2 ’ y5 k4 e5 o10 m7 q3 a9 0 i11 u9 - s6

d12 & d2 j1 h8 L x2 ( z5 l4 f 5 p10 n7 r3 b9 1 j11 v9 ’ t6

e12 o e2 k1 i1 N y2 ) a6 m4 g5 q10 o7 s3 c9 2 k11 w9 } u9

f 12 p f 2 i1 j8 O z2 * b6 n4 h5 r10 p7 t3 d9 3 l11 x9 | v6

g12 u g2 m1 k8 P a3 + c6 o4 i5 s10 q7 u3 e9 4 m11 y9 { w6

h12 r h2 n1 l8 Q b3 , d6 p4 j5 t10 r7 v3 f 9 5 n11 z9 ˜ x6

i12 l i2 o1 m8 R c3 - e6 q4 k5 u10 s7 w3 g9 6 o11 a10
⋂

y6

j12 n j2 p1 n8 S d3 . f 6 r4 l5 v10 t7 x3 h9 7 p11 b10 ≡ z6

k12 b k2 q1 o8 T e3 / g6 s4 m5 w10 u7 y3 i9 8 q11 c10 ± a7

l12 d l2 r1 p8 U f 3 : h6 t4 n5 x10 v7 z3 j9 9 r11 d10 ≥ b7

m12 f m2 s1 q8 V g3 ; i6 u4 o5 y10 w7 a4 k9 A s11 e10 ≤ c7

n12 g n2 t1 r8 W h3 > j6 v4 p5 z10 x7 b4 l9 B t11 f 10 ≈ d7

The digraph of the plaintext is Hesent10 2ˆ $bypost
⋂

. So, the ciphertext c is given by mG&mbh21{zi/i3p&?l .

Security Analysis
The drawback of any designed cryptosystem can be determined through attacks some of the known attacks that should
be tested to check the security of the substitution ciphers are classified into two groups: plaintexts based attack and
ciphertext based attacks, as well as, brute force attack, to examine the security of the proposed method, some of these
attacks are discussed.

In this work, the classical playfair cipher is extended from (5 × 5) to (n × n), where (n > 10), due to the high
computation, we believe that, this method can withstand many well-known attacks and as follows:

• Known plaintext attack

When the attackers have an access to part of the plaintext and its corresponding ciphertext encrypted by the proposed
method, he/she will find no correlation between them, because they did not follow the same templates. As we have
shown in the above example, the cipher text of Hese is mG&m in which both letters H and e is encrypted as m. Hence,
it is too difficult to guess the plaintext that corresponding to the chosen ciphertext.

• Brute force attack
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In this attack, the attacker has to try all possible key, with two layers and large n, it becomes infeasible to recover the
key, whereas, in traditional playfair cipher, if given some ciphertext with its corresponding plaintext, then there is a
limited number of trial, especially, when the arranged matrix is known, for example, in the traditional playfair, the
attacker should search in (25 × 25) diagrams, whereas, in the proposed method, the attacker has to search in (n2 × n2)
diagrams, which is unfeasible for large n, furthermore, the size of the permutation function leads to a huge number of
attempts.

• Frequency Analysis

It is defined as the study of letter frequency or group frequency. This type of analysis is based on the hypotheses that,
in any language, there is a varying frequency for varying letter or for a varying combination of letters. According
to our proposed method, if we use 400 characters as in the given example, it means the occurrence probability of
each character is 1/400 = 0.0025, whereas, in the traditional playfair, only 25 characters are used, which leads to the
occurrence probability of a character to be 1/25 = 0.04. Hence, this type of analysis is time consuming to attack the
proposed method. Table 1 shows for various dimension n elapsed encryption time using Matlab language.

TABLE 3. The computational time for different dimensions

The value (n) in
proposed method

Elapsed time for
encryption(in seconds)

11 0.795
15 1.286
20 2.205
40 5.257

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the traditional playfair algorithm is enhanced to increase its resistance against attacks via extending the
key matrix of the original playfair cipher from (5 × 5) into (n × n, n > 10). Another layer of security is accomplished
by using the permutation key with the transpose to a key matrix to provide a double layer of protection for the
ciphertext. The key matrix contains alphabet characters, numbers, most common used of ASCII characters, and the
characters (a1, b1, c1, ..., z1, a2, b2, ..., z2, a3, b3, . . .) until get (n × n) matrix. The advantage of the proposed method
comes in the facility to use different language with all possible characters just through increasing of the matrix size.
The experiment shows the efficiency of the proposed extended playfair method, whereas, the security analysis shows
that, it has sufficient security to resist some well-known attacks in comparing to the traditional and modified method.
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